In this paper we propose a new test for the hypothesis of a constant coefficient of variation in the common nonparametric regression model. The test is based on an estimate of the L 2 -distance between the square of the regression function and variance function. We prove asymptotic normality of a standardized estimate of this distance under the null hypothesis and fixed alternatives and the finite sample properties of a corresponding bootstrap test are investigated by means of a simulation study. The results are applicable to stationary processes with the common mixing conditions and are used to construct tests for ARCH assumptions in financial time series.
Introduction
We consider the common nonparametric regression model Y i = m(X i ) + σ(X i )ε i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (1.1) where m denotes the regression function and σ 2 the variance function and the random variables ε i satisfy E[ε i |X i = x] = 0 and E[ε 2 i |X i = x] = 1. In many applications the variance can be assumed proportional to the squared mean which corresponds to the assumption of a constant coefficient of variation. Typical examples include models obtained by the logarithmic transformation from regression models with a multiplicative error structure [see Eagleson and Müller (1997) ] or ARCHtype models [see Engle (1982) ]. Several authors have discussed the problem of estimating and testing the regression function under the restriction that m and σ are proportional -see e.g. Mc Cullagh and Nelder (1989) , who considered generalized linear models, Carroll and Ruppert (1988) , who considered a constant coefficient of variation with a parametric model, and Eagleson and Müller (1997) , who investigated the common nonparametric regression model under the restriction that m = cσ for some constant c.
In the present paper we will develop a formal test for the hypothesis of a constant coefficient of variation in the nonparametric regression model (1.1), that is H 0 : m(x) = cσ(x) (1.2) for some positive (but unknown constant) c. Besides the fact that this test can be used to check the assumptions for a statistical inference in a nonparametric regression model with a constant coefficient of variation, it can also be used as an indicator of a multiplicative error structure . We prove asymptotic normality of a standardized version of the test statistic under the null hypothesis and fixed alternatives. In Section 4 we extend these results in the case of stationary time series with the common mixing properties and discuss an application to test for an ARCH (1) model. The finite sample properties of a bootstrap version of the new test are investigated in Section 5 and some of the technical details for the proofs of our main results are presented in the Appendix in Section 6.
Testing for a constant coefficient of variation in nonparametric regression
Numerous authors have considered testing various hypotheses regarding the mean and the variance function in the nonparametric regression model (1.1) [see e.g. Dette and Munk (2003) and the references in this paper]. These hypotheses include parametric and semi parametric assumptions regarding the mean and variance function, but much less effort has been spent in investigating the relation between mean and variance in the nonparametric regression model (1.1). In the present paper we investigate the hypothesis (1.2) of a constant coefficient of variation using an estimate of the L 2 -distance between the variance and squared regression function. Typical examples include multiplicative models of the form
which can be written in the form (1.1) with σ(·) = Var (η t )m(·) and ε t = (η t − 1)/ Var(η t ).
Other examples include nonparametric ARCH models X t = m(X 2 t−1 )η t , for which the squared process corresponds to a multiplicative times series model.
To be precise let
denote a bivariate sample of observations from the nonparametric regression model (1.1) with the same distribution and letm andσ 2 denote two nonparametric estimates of the regression and variance function, respectively, which will be specified in the following section. For any positive c we define the statistic T n (c) as
which coincides with the constant c 2 if the null hypothesis (1.2) is satisfied and corresponds to the best L 2 -approximation of m 2 by functions of the form c 2 σ 2 , otherwise. Consequently the hypothesis of a constant coefficient of variation will be rejected for large values of the statistic
In the following sections we specify the asymptotic properties of the statistics T n (c),ĉ 2 and T n (ĉ) if the local linear estimate [see Fan and Gijbels (1996) ] is used for estimating the mean and variance function.
Main results
In order to state our main results we have to specify nonparametric estimates of the regression and variance function and several assumptions for the model (1.1). We begin with the definition of the estimates. For the regression function we use the local linear estimate [see Fan and Gijbels (1996) 
where
is a kernel, h denotes a further bandwidth and
Similarly, the estimate of the variance function is obtained by replacing the observations Y i by the squared residualsr 2 (X i ) defined in (2.5) and is given bŷ
For the sake of transparency we first assume that
is a sample of independent identically distributed observations. A corresponding result in the time series context is given in the following section. Moreover, the same bandwidths are assumed for the calculation of the estimates of the regression and variance function for the sake of simple notation. The treatment of different bandwidths in these estimates does not cause additional difficulties (and in the simulation study presented in Section 5 we used in fact different bandwidths). Throughout this section we assume that the following assumptions are satisfied (A1) The density f is twice continuously differentiable on compact sets.
(A2) The regression function m is four times continuously differentiable on compact sets.
(A3) The variance function σ 2 is positive and twice continuously differentiable on compact sets.
(A4) The weight function w is twice continuously differentiable and has compact support contained in {x|f (x) > 0}.
(A5) The kernel K is of order 2, and satisfies a Lipschitz condition.
(A6) If n → ∞ the bandwidth g and h satisfy
is continuous for k = 3, 4 and for 1 ≤ k ≤ 8 uniformly bounded, that is 
Our first result specifies the asymptotic distribution of the statistic T n (c), where the constant c in the hypothesis (1.2) is known. Roughly speaking the statistic T n (c) is asymptotically normally distributed with different rates of convergence under the null hypothesis and alternative. The proof is complicated and therefore deferred to the Appendix.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the assumptions (A1) -(A7) are satisfied.
(a) Under the null hypothesis (1.2) we have
where the asymptotic variance is given by
The asymptotic variance is given by 4 Further discussion
Asymptotic results for absolutely regular processes
The general nonparametric framework includes time series models. Typical examples are multiplicative models Z t = σ t η t , where σ t is a positive function of the past {Z t−i : i ≥ 1} and possibly of the past volatility {σ t−i : i ≥ 1}. For instance, defining σ t by ϑ 0 + ϑ 1 Z 2 t−1 for ϑ i ≥ 0 we achieve the linear ARCH(1) model. Therefore our test can also be used as a preliminary step to identify certain time series. For this purpose it is necessary to extend the asymptotic results under a more general setup which includes both time series data and i.i.d. observations as special cases.
For this purpose we need the following assumptions for some fixed ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and ξ > 2.
(M1) The process (X i , Y i ) is absolutely regular, i.e.
(M2) The innovations ε t in the model (1.1) satisfy
and
Further, E|ε t | k < ∞ to the order k ≤ 48ξ(1 + ε).
(M3) The regression function m(·) satisfies
whereas the variance function σ 2 (·) fulfills
Note that assumption (M3) contains assumption (A8) which is therefore omitted. Under the assumptions (A1) -(A7) together with (M1) -(M3) the asymptotic results for T n (c),ĉ 2 and T n (ĉ) can be established for strictly stationary, β-mixing processes {X i , Y i } i∈Z . The proof of the following results is obtained from the proof of the statements presented in Section 3 for the independent case using similar arguments as given by Dette and Spreckelsen (2004) , where the authors investigate the asymptotic distribution of goodness-of-fit tests of linearity for absolutely regular processes.
For the sake of brevity the details are omitted and we refer the interested reader to the PhD thesis of Wieczorek (2007) . Moreover, we only state the results for the statistic T n (ĉ). Note that under the null hypothesis the asymptotic distribution of T n (ĉ) under mixing assumptions coincides with the distribution for the i.i.d. case. 
where µ 2 0 is the asymptotic variance of T n (c) defined in (3.7).
Our final theoretical result states the asymptotic properties of the statistic T n (ĉ) under fixed alternatives. Note that in this case the variance of the limit distribution contains the variance of the limit distribution for the i.i.d. case as well as additional covariances. For a precise statement of the result we introduce the notation E ⊗ , which denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure. 
In particular,
where the mean E ⊗ [T n (ĉ)] and the constant ̺ are given in Theorem 3.4. The asymptotic variance is given byω
The termν 2 in (4.1) corresponds to the asymptotic variance of the estimateĉ 2 given bỹ
where ν 2 is given in Theorem 3.2 andυ 2 (c 0 ) corresponds to the asymptotic covariance between
and υ 2 (c 0 ) is defined in Theorem 3.4.
Remark 4.3. It is worthwhile to mention that in the case where the stationary process is absolutely regular with a geometric rate, i.e. β(j) = O(ρ j ) for some ρ ∈ (0, 1), the asymptotic covariance of the test statistic given in Theorem 4.2 coincides with the asymptotic covariance given in Theorem 3.4 for the independent case, that is:
Remark 4.4. The moment assumption (M3) is quite restrictive and limits the applicability of the test to many interesting time series models such as ARCH or GARCH models. One possible way to circumvent assumption (M3) is the introduction of an additional weight function in the estimates. As a consequence a slight modification of the estimates can be arranged in our testing procedure eliminating assumption (M3). The details can be found in Wieczorek (2007) , and only the modification is mentioned for the sake of brevity. We introduce in a first step an additional weight function w * , satisfying (A9) w * is twice continuously differentiable and has compact support contained in {x|w(x) > 0}.
Next, we propose a modified estimate of the regression function given bym * (x) =â, where
is the local linear estimate (additionally weighted by w) of the regression function and its derivative. Note that the modified local linear regression estimatorm * differs from the local linear estimatem in (3.1) by the introduction of the weight function w in (4.2). Similarly, we propose (σ 2 ) * (x) =α as the modified estimate of the variance function, where
is the local linear estimate (weighted by the second weight function w * ) based on the nonparametric
Based on the modified estimates of the regression function and the variance function the new test statistic is defined by
In addition, we consider the modified least squares problem
Therefore, we define the estimate of c 2 by
.
As Remark 4.5. An alternative test statistic, which is related closer to the estimation of the coefficient of variation m(x)/σ(x) was proposed by the referee. This approach is similar to the method discussed in Dette and Hetzler (2008) and is currently being investigated by the authors. To be precise, define U i = Y i /σ(X i ) (i = 1, . . . , n), U = 1 n n j=1 U j and consider the statistic
A heuristic computation shows that
which vanishes a.e. if and only if the null hypothesis of a constant coefficient of variation is satisfied.
Consequently, a test for this hypothesis could be based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov-or Crámer-von Mises statistic of the process H n . For a similar approach in the context of testing for a parametric form of the variance function we refer to Dette and Hetzler (2008) .
Example: Application to financial time series
The hypothesis of the proportionality of the regression function m and the volatility function σ can also be used to test for a multiplicative model structure. In particular, the proposed test can be viewed as a preliminary step in time series analysis before applying other procedures such as specific testing procedures for ARCH or GARCH models. One important criterion in order to establish all asymptotic results in such a context is assumption (M3). There the existence of bounds for the absolute moments of the regression function m, its second derivative m ′′ and the variance function σ 2 is required. But often financial time series do not satisfy this assumption.
For instance, consider the linear ARCH(1) model
for some constants ϑ 0 , ϑ 1 ≥ 0, ϑ 1 < 1, where η t has mean 0 and variance 1 and is independent of Z t−1 for all t. The squared ARCH(1) process can be written as
where ε t = η 2 t − 1. Clearly, model (4.4) can be identified as a particular case of the general nonparametric regression model (1.1) by taking
The scaling factor c is given by c 2 = (E[η 4 ] − 1) −1 and depends only on the error distribution.
For the ARCH(1) process the assumption (M3) can therefore be formulated in terms of the boundedness of absolute moments of Z t . So it is important to know whether the stationary solution Z t has moments of higher orders to apply the test. For stationary ARCH(p) processes with a symmetric error distribution, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such moments has been given by Milhøj (1985) . In particular, let m > 0, then the mth moment of an ARCH (1) model exists if and only if E[ϑ 1 η 2 0 ] m < 1. As an immediate consequence, one sees that in many cases ARCH processes do not have finite moments of higher orders.
In such cases we refer to Remark 4.4. In order to circumvent the assumption of existing high-order moments of Z t we apply the (slightly) modified testing procedure. In particular, the identification of the regression function m and the variance function σ 2 provides the assumptions (A2) and (A3) to be satisfied. Furthermore, from
it follows that (ε t ) fulfills (A7) and (M2) if the innovations η t satisfy certain moment conditions.
If the assumptions (A1), (A4) -(A7), (A9) are satisfied and the ARCH(1) process (Z t ) fulfills the assumption (M1) the asymptotic normality under the null hypothesis of a multiplicative model of the corresponding test statistic T * n (ĉ * ) can be established, that is
where the asymptotic variance (µ 2 0 ) * is given by
Finite sample properties
In order to study the finite sample properties of the new test we have conducted a small simulation study. Because it is well known that the approximation of the nominal level by the normal distribution provided by Theorem 3.3 is not very accurate for moderate sample sizes, we do not recommend to estimate the asymptotic variance and bias and to compare the standardized statistic with the quantiles of a normal distribution. Instead, we propose to use resampling methods. As an example we have implemented a smooth bootstrap procedure to obtain the critical values. For this purpose we estimate the regression and variance function by the local linear estimates defined in (3.1) and (3.3), respectively, and consider the standardized residuals
which are normalized to have mean 0 and variance 1, that iŝ
The bootstrap errors are then defined as
whereε * i , . . . ,ε * n are drawn randomly with replacement from the empirical distribution of the standardized residualsε 1 , . . . ,ε n and N 1 , . . . , N n are i.i.d standard normal distributed random variables independent of the sample Y n = { (X 1 , Y 1 ) , . . . , (X n , Y n )} and v=v n is a smoothing parameter converging to 0 with increasing sample size. In the next step bootstrap data is generated according to the model Table 1 shows the approximation of the nominal level, which is rather accurate for sample sizes larger than n = 100. For the smaller sample sizes n = 50 and larger values of c the approximation is not very accurate. In a second step we study the power of the test and consider the models
The corresponding results are depicted in the lower part of Table 1. For the model (5.7) we observe a moderate increase in power, which corresponds to intuition. Because the predictor varies in the interval [0,1], the deviation from a multiplicative structure is extremely small for model (5.7). On the other hand, the alternative model (5.8) is detected with larger power, which is also reflected by rather high simulated rejection probabilities. Table 1 : Simulated rejection probabilities of the bootstrap test (5.5), for three nonparametric regression models, where the first line corresponds to a multiplicative model.
Our second example investigates the performance of the bootstrap test in the context of stationary time series. To this end we consider two models corresponding to the null hypothesis, that is
X t = sin(1 + 0.5 X t−1 ) + sin(1 + 0.5 X t−1 )ε t (5.10) and two models corresponding to the alternatives of no multiplicative structure, i.e.
X t = sin(1 + 0.5 X t−1 ) + cos(1 + 0.5 X t 1 )ε t (5.12) where the innovations are again independent standard normal distributed. The corresponding results are displayed in Table 2 . We observe a reasonable approximation of the nominal level for the two models corresponding to the null hypothesis. On the other hand, the two alternatives in (5.11) and (5.12) are detected with reasonable power. Table 2 : Simulated rejection probabilities of the bootstrap test (5.5) for four nonparametric autoregressive time series models. The models (5.9) and (5.10) correspond to the null hypothesis of a multiplicative model, while models (5.11) and (5.12) represent the alternative.
6 Appendix: proofs 6.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1.
A straightforward calculation gives the decomposition
where we have used the notation
At the end of the proof we will show that the terms T 1n and T 2n are asymptotically negligible under the null hypothesis and under fixed alternatives, that is
We now have to distinguish the case of the null hypothesis and alternative.
Proof of Theorem 3.1(a). Note that the statistic T 3n (c) reduces under the null hypothesis to
where we use the notationδ
An application of Lemma 2 in Yao and Tong (2000) and a straightforward calculation [similar to the proof of the estimate (6.4) given at the end of this section] yields
Observing the conditions on the bandwidths we therefore have
We note again that this estimate holds only under the null hypothesis.
We now obtain from (6.4) and (6.8) under the null hypothesis H 0 : m(·) = c σ(·) that (6.9) and the assertion follows if the weak convergence can be established for the statistic
For a proof of weak convergence ofT n (c) we note that the kernel h n (·, ·) is degenerate, i.e. (6.11) and apply Theorem 2.1 in de Jong (1987) . For this purpose we calculate the variance as
where we have used the notation 6.12) and µ 2 0 is defined in (3.7). Observing that by this calculation σ
which proves the first assumption in de Jong's (1987) Theorem 2.1. In order to establish the second assumption we derive the decomposition [see de Jong (1987) ] (6.13) where
It is easy to see that [recall the notation of a(ε i ) in (6.12)]
which gives
The other terms are estimated similarly, i.e.
) and it follows from (6.13) that
On the other hand a straightforward calculation shows
and we obtain
which proves the second assumption in Theorem 2.1 of de Jong (1987) , that is
Now this theorem yields asymptotic normality of
, and the assertion of Theorem 3.1(a) follows from (6.9) and (6.10).
Proof of Theorem 3.1(b). We first note that under a fixed alternative the statistic T 3n (c) is not negligible. More precisely, we show at the end of the proof
We obtain for the statistic T 6n in (6.1) (6.16) (note that the expectation of T 6n vanishes). A similar calculation yields
Consequently we obtain from (6.1), (6.4), (6.16) and (6.17) with
the following stochastic expansion under a fixed alternative
where the random variable Z n (c) is defined by (6.19) and the assertion of Theorem 3.1(b) follows by a standard application of the central limit theorem verifying Ljapunoff's condition and observing that the dominating term on the right hand side of (6.18) has expectation 0 and variance
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now completed showing the remaining estimates (6.4) and (6.15).
Proof of the estimate (6.4). We consider exemplarily the case j = 1 (the other case is treated by similar arguments) and obtain the decomposition
1n + T 
[recall the definition ofδ n (x) in (6.6)]. The terms T (ℓ) 1n are all treated similarly and we consider again only the case ℓ = 1. With the notation
and Lemma 2 in Yao and Tong (2000) it follows
The terms T (1.k) 1n , k = 1, 2, 3, can now be treated by calculating expectation and variance. For example,
For the calculation of the variance of T (1.1) 1n
we introduce the notation V i = (X i , ε i ), 
1n and T
1n yields assertion (6.4) for j = 1. The second case j = 2 is treated in the same way. 
3n (c) = 1 n(n − 1)
A similar calculation as used in the proof of (6.4) yields 
= h 2 n(n − 1) i =j K g (X i − X j )m(X i )m ′′ (X i )w(X i )∆ c (X j , ε j )w(X j ).
A straightforward but tedious calculation shows that T where
We now apply Lemma 2 in Yao and Tong (2000) and Lemma 1 in Fan and Yao (1998) , which
give asymptotic representations ofm(x) − m(x) andσ 2 (x) − σ 2 (x). A straightforward but tedious calculation yields 
